
As the global economy continues to recover, and prepares for future supply chain
disruptions, the hard-won lessons of the past couple of years will shape the
procurement profession for years to come. As wise people have said, the pace of
change has never been this fast, yet it will never be this slow again.

This is your ultimate guide to trends for 2023 and beyond! Find out how
procurement leaders can get a seat at the table, and what you can do to transform
your organisation for the future.

By reviewing these 5 procurement trends and incorporating them into your
procurement management playbook, you can build a stronger, more agile
procurement organization.

Top 5 Essential Procurement
Trends to Embrace in 2023

Rome wasn’t built in one day, value creation is no exception.

®PSS Insight



Case study（1）

BOSCH:LEADING THROUGH A VUCA WORLD WITH RESILIENT SUPPLY
CHAINS

Source：Lutz Berg – EVP Purchasing Direct Materials – Bosch
Mobility Solutions  Keynote Speech@ PSS2022

 

 

Facing waves of crises, the ability of companies
to respond to emergencies and the resilience of
their supply chains have become key factors in
whether they can tide over the difficulties
smoothly.

Responding to supply chain disruptions and
achieving rapid resilience is seen as central to
procurement.

Building an organizational culture with
awareness of risk management is the key, not
just putting risk prevention on the to-do list.

No.1No.1

Resilient supply chains mean at Bosch：

1）Design supply chains to cope with unexpected events

2）Prepare to handle disruptions

3）Recover quickly

1）Design supply chains to cope with unexpected events

2）Prepare to handle disruptions

3）Recover quickly

New business：
Consideration of resilience 
aspects in sourcing decisions.

Serial business:
Systematic identification of
major risks in category strategy.

Digitization of supply chain
Transparent availability via 
 IT-Tool of tier-n supply chain.

Supplier Sub-supplier Supplier Sub-supplier

Early and conscious use of de-risking strategy map（Figure 1）

Supply Chain RIsk Management(preventive)

Forecasting demands

CSR / Supply Chain Due Diligence Act 

CO2 footprint in supply chain (scope 2)

Risk Monitor, Tasks and Measure Tracking

Capacity Management for critical parts

Tool-life Management

Dynamic supplier classification

Supply Chain Risk Management 
Task-force standards

Task-force tool
Task-force handbook è step-by-step
description 
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No.1No.1

Dual Source

2nd location

Ext./ Int. Buffer

SCRM

Re-Active

Switch of suppliers

Supplier w/ 2nd production-location 

Buffer stock at supplier / Bosch

Early Warning System 

Task-force case-by-case Figure 1: Risk Strategy Map
Source: Bosch

Case study（2）

Schneider: Shaping resilient supply chain through deep collaboration with internal
and external partners.
Source：Tony Gong – VP of China Procurement - Schneider Electric Keynote speech @ PSS2022

Marketing identify key
products

   * Business impact
   * Product mapping
   * Resources
   * Risk level

Procurement and Supply
Chain input base on
business requirements

  * Suppliers/Parts at risk
  * Risk level
  * Procurement strategy

BU early involvement

  * Technical Spec.
  * Qualification lead time
  * Resources
  * Priorities

Team align most
Impacted list and 
Project team start
implementation.

Supply Risk Management Example 
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Case study（1）

Samsonite：Creating a Culture for Sustainability
Source：Patrick Kwan – Vice President Supply Chain-Samsonite
Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Sustainability is being taken more seriously and is

becoming a mature topic. More and more companies

have a sense of mission, a sense of urgency and a

sense of responsibility that they cannot afford to wait. 

Stakeholder expectations for sustainable business

development are higher than ever.

So，what specifically should a sustainable
procurement strategy entail?

Product
innovation

Carbon action  Vigorous
supply chain

People-oriented

Globally, approximately 14% of our company’s sales in 2021 came from products containing recycled materials.
During this period, samsonite always on the lookout for new materials with a lighter environmental impact,drawing on circular
economy principles and considering the entire product life cycle, achieving sustainability is not just about recycling materials.

Figure 2: Taking into account each stage of the product life cycle.
Source: Samsonite Environment, Society and Governance Report 2021

Sustainable Procurement | Not BeingSustainable Procurement | Not Being
Able to WaitAble to Wait  



Case study（2）

Microsoft：Cooperating with suppliers to reduce carbon.
Source：Terrance Hu-Senior Procurement Engagement Manager,
Greater China - Microsoft   Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Sustainable procurement cannot be achieved without the support of suppliers, so how
to cooperate with them to reduce carbon?

Suppliers must disclose complete, consistent
and accurate scope 1,2 and 3 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions data and/or components
required to calculate GHG emissions data, via CDP
or an alternative method that Microsoft will provide. 

Microsoft has implemented the following strategies to support suppliers in reducing carbon emissions.
Including but not limited to:

Microsoft has contracts with thousands of suppliers in
the indirect sector. To focus time on creating maximum
impact, Procurement engages with only a subset of
indirect suppliers on sustainability. Only suppliers that
form Microsoft's highest spending tier (80% of indirect
supplier emissions) are managed in line with
disclosure and carbon reduction requirements.

Microsoft has committed to an overall 55% reduction in
its Scope 3 emissions by 2030. To achieve this,
procurement will require its suppliers to reduce their
total emissions (Scope 1,2 and 3） by 55% (compared
to the 2019 baseline). The 55% reduction will be
common across each supplier to ensure fairness.
However, suppliers may voluntarily choose to reduce
more based on interest. In addition, suppliers will be
asked to submit plans detailing how they intend to
reduce their emissions. Procurement will review these
plans to ensure overall feasibility and will monitor the
actual progress of reductions.

Microsoft also provides a number of free
resources for suppliers (working with Engie,
WSP and CDP to develop a range of resources)
to help suppliers report their greenhouse gas
emissions, develop clean energy strategies and
reduce energy-related emissions.

Sustainable Education
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Case study（3）

Mars：Collaborating with Suppliers to Create a Sustainable Future
来源：Yueyue Wang - Head of Commercial - Mars Pet Nutrition, China Keynote speech@ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Procurement plays a vital role in closing
the value creation gap by influencing
and incentivising traditional supply
chains to become more sustainable.

In fact, there are many tools to reduce
costs and increase efficiency in
procurement, and a large part of them,
especially those with futures markets, such
as commodities like palm oil, can actually
reduce costs and increase efficiency for
business by striking at the right time.

1.Use tools widely

To unlock this value, procurement departments
must align the achievement of the SDGS with
traditional procurement goals of cost and quality.
How to face the pressure from the business
department on costs?

Another very important partner to get the general
manager and finance director on board early with
decisions about sustainability issues is actually the
marketing director.

For example, when consumers consider buying
something, they will consider the tone of the brand,
and be willing to buy goods while at the same time
contributing to the planet, and this market feedback
will tell us that sustainability is a worthwhile
investment.

Investment in sustainability is something that will benefit us not only in the present, but also
in the future.

So what procurement can do is how to bridge the upstream, that is, demands of our
customers and clients for a sustainable and better future, with the production side and the
supply chain's ability to provide solutions. At this time, many new ideas may emerge, and
some of the traditional narrow discussion topics of cost reduction and efficiency will become
broader.
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Case study（1）

Leadership and talent in the digital transformation of procurement
source：Joyce Liu Keynote@ PSS2022

Preparation Stage 
(2-3 months)

Leaders shall maintain
urgency, active in core
team, be clear of digital
strategy
Team member
competence: data analysis

No.3No.3

Leading companies are often far ahead in the use

of digital technology, mainly in terms of improving

efficiency, effectiveness and enhanced user and

supplier experience management. 

The most important thing is to think clearly
about the original purpose of digital
transformation and what value is to be achieved
through it, with talent being the key element.
Rather than transforming for the sake of
transforming, one must not become a slave to
the tools.

Identify talents in
challenges; 

Build competence
in tasks.

Implementation Stage (9
months+)

Leaders shall conmunicate
change vision, empowerment:
Team member competence:
Obtain quick win; duplicate
success; Project
management; Stakeholder
management;
Communications; reinforce
result through category
leadership.

Design Stage 
(2-3 months)

Leaders shall be able to translate
vision into detailed business plan
and fit in new digital platform,
define project boundary.
Team member competence:
Learning agility, problem solving
(customize category new process
per business plan guidance).

The measure of a leader is not what you do

but what people do because of you.

——Howard Hendricks
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Digital Transformation| Sharp Tools MakeDigital Transformation| Sharp Tools Make
Good Work.Digitalization and IntelligenceGood Work.Digitalization and Intelligence
are Indispensable.are Indispensable.
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Case study（2）

AIA: Through change management and innovative
means of publicity, the digital procurement system
will be implemented.

Source：Becky Guo-Senior Procurement Manager -
AIA Keynote speech@ PSS2022

No.3No.3

However, the advancement of digital
procurement systems within may not have been
smooth sailing.

Internal users, for example, often find it difficult
to accept the shift and skeptical. How can this
be changed?

AIA's procurement inspires everyone to embrace change and encourages group innovation to
make users feel they can "learn", they can"use" and they feel "good". 

For example, when implementing a new system, use the power of senior management to promote
it, record short grounded videos for guidance, intensive awareness campaigns, etc.

Figure 3: Effective implementation of digital procurement systems through change management
and innovative communication tools.
Source: Becky Guo

Digital Transformation| Sharp Tools MakeDigital Transformation| Sharp Tools Make
Good Work.Digitalization and IntelligenceGood Work.Digitalization and Intelligence
are Indispensable.are Indispensable.



No.4No.4 Cost Optimization & Value Creation | FromCost Optimization & Value Creation | From
Managing Expenses to Managing ProfitsManaging Expenses to Managing Profits

Previously responsible for managing spend across all
parts of the supply chain, procurement is now required
to make balanced decisions across all parts of the
supply chain, manage profitability holistically throughout
the product lifecycle and improve cost management
through a range of initiatives, including a profit-driven
performance management philosophy, enhanced cross-
functional collaboration, and the support of new
processes, new organisations and digital tools.

A massive shift from Design for Cost (DtC) to Design
for Profit (DtV) from the start of the product lifecycle.
Set profit-based targets for cross-functional product
margin teams.

Procurement needs to be involved in the process early,
while using advanced tools for in-depth analysis. In
some companies, due to the length and complexity of
the chain, product margin data is sensitive data that
cannot be disclosed to functional departments, so
dedicated margin management teams need to take on
the responsibility of analysing the data and providing
insight to departments. In practice, companies also
need to expand product portfolio coverage, optimise
initiative prioritisation and create cross-functional
impact at scale within the organization.

Five bold help unlock the value of business
Source：Daphne Li - Global Managing Partner -
Mckinsey Keynote speech @ PSS2022

Use digital tools to introduce transparency and
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of cross-
functional collaboration. The key to driving cross-
functional collaboration is a digital tool that
combines a "unique data source" with a customised
view, such as linking ERP data for automatic data
updates. Large companies have many lines of
business, thousands of product SKUs and widely
varying profit margins. With an extremely complex
product portfolio, it is important to use data analysis
to clarify revenues and pilot new profit management
models, starting with the product lines where profit
shrinkage is most severe, and building systems
before rolling them out.Teams support

Build agile teams to drive transformation from the top down. While procurement bears the brunt of cost pressures, it
is difficult to launch initiatives against product margins and get a response. In the traditional model, when faced with
declining margins, products could only remain competitive by procurement at a depressed price or finding lower-
priced alternatives. In the new profit management model, departments need to work together to look at profit risks
and find the optimal solution. Companies can consider setting up a committee consisting of purchasing, sales,
marketing and production departments to jointly assess cost reduction targets and initiatives and make decisions
from a company-wide profit perspective, as well as having a dedicated product profit team leader, analysts, etc.

Tools support

Establish a closed-loop profit control tower implementation process. Product profitability analysis upfront to
identify improvement potential, in-process tracking of project progress and monitoring of improvement actions,
regular product profitability status overviews, action reviews and issue resolution.

Processes support

With tight cost controls and fierce competition in an industry, it is particularly important to move 
from traditional procurement cost management to global profit management.
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Case study（1）

Bayer: The beauty of the procurement ecosystem  help
business growth  continuously.

Source：Lu Ying - Vice President，Head of Procurement,
 Asia Pacific- Bayer  Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.5No.5
Creating an ecosystem with a talent, digital, information, process and knowledge component is the
cornerstone of next generation procurement.

Bayer not only focuses on the natural connection and
mutual nourishment of the ecosystem, but also works
together to create a self-fulfilling organizational
culture in the procurement team. For example, cross-
cultural sharing exchanges, online carnivals, training
workshops, APAC synergy events, etc. are organised
from time to time in the Asia-Pacific region.

Research shows that procurement teams are generally experiencing low morale and inefficiency due to the impact
of the epidemic and telecommuting. Procurement organisations that can re-engineer their operating models in terms
of process, digitalisation, data, organisation, governance, capability and culture have the opportunity to achieve
greater cohesion and productivity in the post-epidemic era.

Small needs lead to big cooperation, spontaneous action and innovation
Identify key business needs → Identify directions for improvement → Act fast

Figure 4: Example of robotic inventory management in an Indonesian factory
Source：Lu Ying Keynote speech@PSS2022 

Internal and External Collaboration |Internal and External Collaboration |  
Build a Harmonious Procurement EcosystemBuild a Harmonious Procurement Ecosystem



Case study（2）

L’ORÉAL ：How to be Strategic & Agile Business Partner
Source：Dongni Yang-BP Director, Indirect Procurement - L’ORÉAL Keynote speech
@PSS2022-Indirect

BP
Team

Category
Team

Excellence
Team

人人

No.5No.5

 

Align with Business
direction/ strategy
Bridge Biz strategy to
Purchasing strategy, by
Collaboration with
Category.
Demand management 
Daily Adhoc pitch 
Daily Supplier
Management, Track
Supplier performance

 

Ensure data quality 
Optimize rolling out
process and tools
Animate CSR ,
sustainability programs
Monitor Supplier Risk
Management

 

Ensure the category
strategies fit Business needs
Master the supplier cost and
value chains, run internal &
external benchmark
Source and manage the
supplier performance levels
based on 5 pillars
Capture Innovation & market
insight

If you want to go fast-go along. But if you want to go far-go together!

1+1+1>3
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Agile,  Fast,  
Business Oriented  

 

Expertise, Holistic,
Strategy Oriented

Solid, Reliable,
Compliance Oriented 

 

Internal and External Collaboration |Internal and External Collaboration |  
Build a Harmonious Procurement EcosystemBuild a Harmonious Procurement Ecosystem



In the midst of great uncertainty and a rapidly changing market environment.

Wish purchasers plan ahead, seize opportunities and embrace the pressure with courage.

At the same time, it is possible to see all kinds of positive progress in a less bright reality.

We hope that in 2023, we will be able to make the most of our success.

In 2023, let's hope we can live with certainty in a world of uncertainty!

Overcome difficulties, grasp the future
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As the global economy continues to recover, and prepares for future supply chain
disruptions, the hard-won lessons of the past couple of years will shape the
procurement profession for years to come. As wise people have said, the pace of
change has never been this fast, yet it will never be this slow again.

This is your ultimate guide to trends for 2023 and beyond! Find out how
procurement leaders can get a seat at the table, and what you can do to transform
your organisation for the future.

By reviewing these 5 procurement trends and incorporating them into your
procurement management playbook, you can build a stronger, more agile
procurement organization.

Top 5 essential procurement
trends to embrace in 2023

Rome wasn’t built in one day, value creation is no exception.

®PSS Insight



Case study（1）

BOSCH:LEADING THROUGH A VUCA WORLD WITH RESILIENT SUPPLY
CHAINS

Source：Lutz Berg – EVP Purchasing Direct Materials – Bosch
Mobility Solutions  Keynote Speech@ PSS2022

 

 

Facing waves of crises, the ability of companies
to respond to emergencies and the resilience of
their supply chains have become key factors in
whether they can tide over the difficulties
smoothly.

Responding to supply chain disruptions and
achieving rapid resilience is seen as central to
procurement.

Building an organizational culture with
awareness of risk management is the key, not
just putting risk prevention on the to-do list.

No.1No.1

Resilient supply chains mean at Bosch：

1）Design supply chains to cope with unexpected events

2）Prepare to handle disruptions

3）Recover quickly

1）Design supply chains to cope with unexpected events

2）Prepare to handle disruptions

3）Recover quickly

New business：
Consideration of resilience 
aspects in sourcing decisions.

Serial business:
Systematic identification of
major risks in category strategy.

Digitization of supply chain
Transparent availability via 
 IT-Tool of tier-n supply chain.

Supplier Sub-supplier Supplier Sub-supplier

Early and conscious use of de-risking strategy map（Figure 1）

Supply Chain RIsk Management(preventive)

Forecasting demands

CSR / Supply Chain Due Diligence Act 

CO2 footprint in supply chain (scope 2)

Risk Monitor, Tasks and Measure Tracking

Capacity Management for critical parts

Tool-life Management

Dynamic supplier classification

Supply Chain Risk Management 
Task-force standards

Task-force tool
Task-force handbook è step-by-step
description 
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No.1No.1

Dual Source

2nd location

Ext./ Int. Buffer

SCRM

Re-Active

Switch of suppliers

Supplier w/ 2nd production-location 

Buffer stock at supplier / Bosch

Early Warning System 

Task-force case-by-case Figure 1: Risk Strategy Map
Source: Bosch

Case study（2）

Schneider: Shaping resilient supply chain through deep collaboration with internal
and external partners.
Source：Tony Gong – VP of China Procurement - Schneider Electric Keynote speech @ PSS2022

Marketing identify key
products

   * Business impact
   * Product mapping
   * Resources
   * Risk level

Procurement and Supply
Chain input base on
business requirements

  * Suppliers/Parts at risk
  * Risk level
  * Procurement strategy

BU early involvement

  * Technical Spec.
  * Qualification lead time
  * Resources
  * Priorities

Team align most
Impacted list and 
Project team start
implementation.

Supply Risk Management Example 
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Case study（1）

Samsonite：Creating a Culture for Sustainability
Source：Patrick Kwan – Vice President Supply Chain-Samsonite
Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Sustainability is being taken more seriously and is

becoming a mature topic. More and more companies

have a sense of mission, a sense of urgency and a

sense of responsibility that they cannot afford to wait. 

Stakeholder expectations for sustainable business

development are higher than ever.

So，what specifically should a sustainable
procurement strategy entail?

Product
innovation

Carbon action  Vigorous
supply chain

People-oriented

Globally, approximately 14% of our company’s sales in 2021 came from products containing recycled materials.
During this period, samsonite always on the lookout for new materials with a lighter environmental impact,drawing on circular
economy principles and considering the entire product life cycle, achieving sustainability is not just about recycling materials.

Figure 2: Taking into account each stage of the product life cycle.
Source: Samsonite Environment, Society and Governance Report 2021

Sustainable Procurement | Not BeingSustainable Procurement | Not Being
Able to WaitAble to Wait  



Case study（2）

Microsoft：Cooperating with suppliers to reduce carbon.
Source：Terrance Hu-Senior Procurement Engagement Manager,
Greater China - Microsoft   Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Sustainable procurement cannot be achieved without the support of suppliers, so how
to cooperate with them to reduce carbon?

Suppliers must disclose complete, consistent
and accurate scope 1,2 and 3 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions data and/or components
required to calculate GHG emissions data, via CDP
or an alternative method that Microsoft will provide. 

Microsoft has implemented the following strategies to support suppliers in reducing carbon emissions.
Including but not limited to:

Microsoft has contracts with thousands of suppliers in
the indirect sector. To focus time on creating maximum
impact, Procurement engages with only a subset of
indirect suppliers on sustainability. Only suppliers that
form Microsoft's highest spending tier (80% of indirect
supplier emissions) are managed in line with
disclosure and carbon reduction requirements.

Microsoft has committed to an overall 55% reduction in
its Scope 3 emissions by 2030. To achieve this,
procurement will require its suppliers to reduce their
total emissions (Scope 1,2 and 3） by 55% (compared
to the 2019 baseline). The 55% reduction will be
common across each supplier to ensure fairness.
However, suppliers may voluntarily choose to reduce
more based on interest. In addition, suppliers will be
asked to submit plans detailing how they intend to
reduce their emissions. Procurement will review these
plans to ensure overall feasibility and will monitor the
actual progress of reductions.

Microsoft also provides a number of free
resources for suppliers (working with Engie,
WSP and CDP to develop a range of resources)
to help suppliers report their greenhouse gas
emissions, develop clean energy strategies and
reduce energy-related emissions.

Sustainable Education

4

Accountabil i ty Collaborative engagement

Sustainable Procurement|Not BeingSustainable Procurement|Not Being
Able to WaitAble to Wait  



Case study（3）

Mars：Collaborating with Suppliers to Create a Sustainable Future
来源：Yueyue Wang - Head of Commercial - Mars Pet Nutrition, China Keynote speech@ PSS2022

No.2No.2
Procurement plays a vital role in closing
the value creation gap by influencing
and incentivising traditional supply
chains to become more sustainable.

In fact, there are many tools to reduce
costs and increase efficiency in
procurement, and a large part of them,
especially those with futures markets, such
as commodities like palm oil, can actually
reduce costs and increase efficiency for
business by striking at the right time.

1.Use tools widely

To unlock this value, procurement departments
must align the achievement of the SDGS with
traditional procurement goals of cost and quality.
How to face the pressure from the business
department on costs?

Another very important partner to get the general
manager and finance director on board early with
decisions about sustainability issues is actually the
marketing director.

For example, when consumers consider buying
something, they will consider the tone of the brand,
and be willing to buy goods while at the same time
contributing to the planet, and this market feedback
will tell us that sustainability is a worthwhile
investment.

Investment in sustainability is something that will benefit us not only in the present, but also
in the future.

So what procurement can do is how to bridge the upstream, that is, demands of our
customers and clients for a sustainable and better future, with the production side and the
supply chain's ability to provide solutions. At this time, many new ideas may emerge, and
some of the traditional narrow discussion topics of cost reduction and efficiency will become
broader.
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Case study（1）

Leadership and talent in the digital transformation of procurement
source：Joyce Liu Keynote@ PSS2022

Preparation Stage 
(2-3 months)

Leaders shall maintain
urgency, active in core
team, be clear of digital
strategy
Team member
competence: data analysis

No.3No.3

Leading companies are often far ahead in the use

of digital technology, mainly in terms of improving

efficiency, effectiveness and enhanced user and

supplier experience management. 

The most important thing is to think clearly
about the original purpose of digital
transformation and what value is to be achieved
through it, with talent being the key element.
Rather than transforming for the sake of
transforming, one must not become a slave to
the tools.

Identify talents in
challenges; 

Build competence
in tasks.

Implementation Stage (9
months+)

Leaders shall conmunicate
change vision, empowerment:
Team member competence:
Obtain quick win; duplicate
success; Project
management; Stakeholder
management;
Communications; reinforce
result through category
leadership.

Design Stage 
(2-3 months)

Leaders shall be able to translate
vision into detailed business plan
and fit in new digital platform,
define project boundary.
Team member competence:
Learning agility, problem solving
(customize category new process
per business plan guidance).

The measure of a leader is not what you do

but what people do because of you.

——Howard Hendricks
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Digital Transformation| Sharp Tools MakeDigital Transformation| Sharp Tools Make
Good Work.Digitalization and IntelligenceGood Work.Digitalization and Intelligence
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Case study（2）

AIA: Through change management and innovative
means of publicity, the digital procurement system
will be implemented.

Source：Becky Guo-Senior Procurement Manager -
AIA Keynote speech@ PSS2022

No.3No.3

However, the advancement of digital
procurement systems within may not have been
smooth sailing.

Internal users, for example, often find it difficult
to accept the shift and skeptical. How can this
be changed?

AIA's procurement inspires everyone to embrace change and encourages group innovation to
make users feel they can "learn", they can"use" and they feel "good". 

For example, when implementing a new system, use the power of senior management to promote
it, record short grounded videos for guidance, intensive awareness campaigns, etc.

Figure 3: Effective implementation of digital procurement systems through change management
and innovative communication tools.
Source: Becky Guo

Digital Transformation| Sharp Tools MakeDigital Transformation| Sharp Tools Make
Good Work.Digitalization and IntelligenceGood Work.Digitalization and Intelligence
are Indispensable.are Indispensable.



No.4No.4 Cost Optimization & Value Creation | FromCost Optimization & Value Creation | From
Managing Expenses to Managing ProfitsManaging Expenses to Managing Profits

Previously responsible for managing spend across all
parts of the supply chain, procurement is now required
to make balanced decisions across all parts of the
supply chain, manage profitability holistically throughout
the product lifecycle and improve cost management
through a range of initiatives, including a profit-driven
performance management philosophy, enhanced cross-
functional collaboration, and the support of new
processes, new organisations and digital tools.

A massive shift from Design for Cost (DtC) to Design
for Profit (DtV) from the start of the product lifecycle.
Set profit-based targets for cross-functional product
margin teams.

Procurement needs to be involved in the process early,
while using advanced tools for in-depth analysis. In
some companies, due to the length and complexity of
the chain, product margin data is sensitive data that
cannot be disclosed to functional departments, so
dedicated margin management teams need to take on
the responsibility of analysing the data and providing
insight to departments. In practice, companies also
need to expand product portfolio coverage, optimise
initiative prioritisation and create cross-functional
impact at scale within the organization.

Five bold help unlock the value of business
Source：Daphne Li - Global Managing Partner -
Mckinsey Keynote speech @ PSS2022

Use digital tools to introduce transparency and
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of cross-
functional collaboration. The key to driving cross-
functional collaboration is a digital tool that
combines a "unique data source" with a customised
view, such as linking ERP data for automatic data
updates. Large companies have many lines of
business, thousands of product SKUs and widely
varying profit margins. With an extremely complex
product portfolio, it is important to use data analysis
to clarify revenues and pilot new profit management
models, starting with the product lines where profit
shrinkage is most severe, and building systems
before rolling them out.Teams support

Build agile teams to drive transformation from the top down. While procurement bears the brunt of cost pressures, it
is difficult to launch initiatives against product margins and get a response. In the traditional model, when faced with
declining margins, products could only remain competitive by procurement at a depressed price or finding lower-
priced alternatives. In the new profit management model, departments need to work together to look at profit risks
and find the optimal solution. Companies can consider setting up a committee consisting of purchasing, sales,
marketing and production departments to jointly assess cost reduction targets and initiatives and make decisions
from a company-wide profit perspective, as well as having a dedicated product profit team leader, analysts, etc.

Tools support

Establish a closed-loop profit control tower implementation process. Product profitability analysis upfront to
identify improvement potential, in-process tracking of project progress and monitoring of improvement actions,
regular product profitability status overviews, action reviews and issue resolution.

Processes support

With tight cost controls and fierce competition in an industry, it is particularly important to move 
from traditional procurement cost management to global profit management.
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McKinsey Perspective：
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Case study（1）

Bayer: The beauty of the procurement ecosystem  help
business growth  continuously.

Source：Lu Ying - Vice President，Head of Procurement,
 Asia Pacific- Bayer  Keynote speech @ PSS2022

No.5No.5
Creating an ecosystem with a talent, digital, information, process and knowledge component is the
cornerstone of next generation procurement.

Bayer not only focuses on the natural connection and
mutual nourishment of the ecosystem, but also works
together to create a self-fulfilling organizational
culture in the procurement team. For example, cross-
cultural sharing exchanges, online carnivals, training
workshops, APAC synergy events, etc. are organised
from time to time in the Asia-Pacific region.

Research shows that procurement teams are generally experiencing low morale and inefficiency due to the impact
of the epidemic and telecommuting. Procurement organisations that can re-engineer their operating models in terms
of process, digitalisation, data, organisation, governance, capability and culture have the opportunity to achieve
greater cohesion and productivity in the post-epidemic era.

Small needs lead to big cooperation, spontaneous action and innovation
Identify key business needs → Identify directions for improvement → Act fast

Figure 4: Example of robotic inventory management in an Indonesian factory
Source：Lu Ying Keynote speech@PSS2022 
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Case study（2）

L’ORÉAL ：How to be Strategic & Agile Business Partner
Source：Dongni Yang-BP Director, Indirect Procurement - L’ORÉAL Keynote speech
@PSS2022-Indirect

BP
Team

Category
Team

Excellence
Team

人人

No.5No.5

 

Align with Business
direction/ strategy
Bridge Biz strategy to
Purchasing strategy, by
Collaboration with
Category.
Demand management 
Daily Adhoc pitch 
Daily Supplier
Management, Track
Supplier performance

 

Ensure data quality 
Optimize rolling out
process and tools
Animate CSR ,
sustainability programs
Monitor Supplier Risk
Management

 

Ensure the category
strategies fit Business needs
Master the supplier cost and
value chains, run internal &
external benchmark
Source and manage the
supplier performance levels
based on 5 pillars
Capture Innovation & market
insight

If you want to go fast-go along. But if you want to go far-go together!

1+1+1>3
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Agile,  Fast,  
Business Oriented  

 

Expertise, Holistic,
Strategy Oriented

Solid, Reliable,
Compliance Oriented 
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In the midst of great uncertainty and a rapidly changing market environment.

Wish purchasers plan ahead, seize opportunities and embrace the pressure with courage.

At the same time, it is possible to see all kinds of positive progress in a less bright reality.

We hope that in 2023, we will be able to make the most of our success.

In 2023, let's hope we can live with certainty in a world of uncertainty!

Overcome difficulties, grasp the future
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PSS Insight ® 
PSS Insight® provides professional
research, ideas and advice for
procurement realm.
Leveraging on the advantages of the
Procurement Success Summit platform,
PSS Insight covers procurement best
practice benchmarks, industry status,
latest breaking news, future trends,
interviews with pioneers, and
development of new technologies. 

PSS Series
Procurement Success Summit is the most
influential procurement event in the Asia-
Pacific region.Founded in 2014, PSS
serves the world's leading procurement and
industry innovation leaders and is honored
as the “bellwether” of Asia Procurement.

PSS is also a global procurement
community, covering summits, awards,
salons, trainings, insights, media services
and other sections. This is where insights
and innovation meet. World-class
speakers, solution-driven workshops,
creative content and exclusive collaborative
experiences are the signature of PSS.
Learn, Connect, Benchmark, and Create
Procurement Value Together.
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Copyright Notice

This report is copyrighted by the organizers of the PSS.
Please cite PSS Insight® for any references.

We reserve the right to pursue legal action for quoting, misappropriation, alteration
and other infringements without attribution.
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